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“It Filled My Soul with
Exceedingly Great Joy”: Lehi’s
Vision of Teaching and Learning
Charles Swift

T

here is much discussion about education these days, ranging from
“What is the best way to teach?” to something even more fundamental:
“What is education itself? What does it mean to teach, and what does it mean
to learn?” This paper will explore Lehi’s vision of the tree of life as a model of
teaching and learning. In studying this vision with such a purpose in mind, I
will explore a pattern of ritualistic initiation in the vision and how it relates
to the idea of teaching and learning as experiential acts. Taking a close look
at some of the symbolic elements of the initiatory experiences in the vision
can help us better understand the teaching and learning that occurs and apply that understanding to education today. When applying this knowledge,
I will primarily rely on the writings of Parker Palmer, one of the most well
respected scholars writing about teaching and learning today.1 His emphasis
on the spiritual elements of teaching and learning will help us understand the
implications the tree of life vision may have for education.
Author and anthropologist Joan Halifax notes that the Western approach to teaching and learning holds that “the word education means ‘to be
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led out of ignorance into knowing and knowledge.’ Learning is described in
terms of the accumulation of facts.”2 There is another way to view teaching
and learning, however: the idea of education as rooted in experience, particularly ritual experience. As Halifax points out, there is a “wide variety
of forms and styles” of ritual learning in cultures that practice it, but “the
most important context of learning occurs in the ritual process of initiation,
known as rites of passage.” She continues by discussing three stages associated with initiation, as formulated by Arnold Van Gennep: (1) separation,
in which an individual moves away from the familiar social landscape into
something or somewhere unknown; (2) “the threshold experience,” in which
the individual experiences liminality,3 a transformative time when “myth
and story unfold and where love and death become amplified for the initiate,” and “when the initiate learns to bear witness, to be present for all
dimensions of reality”; and (3) incorporation, “the movement back into the
everyday world, a time of healing, of making whole again,” in which the individual is brought back into normal society as a changed, transformed person, ready to accept the new duties or responsibilities such transformation
has brought about.4 Richard Dilworth Rust, a scholar who writes about
the Book of Mormon as a literary testimony, sees a similar phenomenon in
God’s interaction with man as described in the Book of Mormon: “Many of
the characteristics of God’s ways pertain to thresholds—or, to use a word
derived from limen, the Latin word for threshold, they are liminal.”5 As we
shall see, Lehi participates in such a process of experiential learning in his
vision of the tree of life.
It is essential to this discussion to remember that we are talking about a
ritual experience as it occurs in a vision or dream. If we wished to explore the
vision within the context of Lehi’s actual, physical life at that time, we could
argue that the rite of separation occurs when he and his family flee Jerusalem
and enter the wilderness, that the threshold experience is the vision itself,
and that the incorporation is when he comes back from the vision and tries
to spiritually heal his family. However, since we are discussing this initiation
ritual as experienced in a vision or dream, we need to remember that each
stage—separation, threshold experience, and incorporation—occur through
Lehi’s role as a receiver of the vision. If we were to claim, for example, that
Lehi never actually experienced the separation stage because, most likely, he
was with his family in their camp while he was having the vision, we would
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miss the point that this discussion is about what symbolically happens in the
vision, not in the physical world.

Lehi’s Separation Stage
Lehi’s separation stage is at the beginning of the vision, when he moves
away from the known world and is separated, finding himself in a dark and
dreary wilderness. Here Lehi is faced with the “unfamiliar, the unknown.” He
is confronted by what he does not know and is eventually left alone to find his
way toward the meaning of his experience.
The wilderness and the man in the white robe. The Book of Mormon portrays Lehi as a caring, loving father. We also know him to be a good husband,
leader, and prophet of God.6 But he also plays another role in the Book of
Mormon that we do not often speak of: he is a model teacher who is constantly learning and teaching. In his vision of the tree of life, he is a humble
learner, listening to the man in the white robe and following him, and a bold
teacher, sharing what he has learned rather than merely keeping the benefit
to himself.
The first image Lehi sees in his vision is one of darkness: “For behold,
methought I saw in my dream, a dark and dreary wilderness” (1 Nephi 8:4).
In a religious context, darkness symbolizes “a silencing of prophetic revelation” and “the state of the human mind unilluminated by God’s revelation.”7
In our context of teaching and learning, darkness represents “ignorance”8 and
“the unknown.”9 It is significant that it is not just any place that is dark and
dreary, but a wilderness. In scripture, such wilderness is a “spiritual as much
as a physical testing ground,”10 “any place in which the people are tested, tried,
proven, refined by trials, taught grace, and prepared to meet the Lord.”11 Since
Lehi and his family have not yet made their journey to the New World, it is
highly likely that the wilderness he sees in his vision is a desert.12
This dark and dreary wilderness becomes a classroom of sorts for Lehi.
At this point, he is symbolically alone with his awareness of his own ignorance—of his need to learn. In his vision, he is separated from others and
beginning his initiation, confronted with how much he does not know.
Next, Lehi sees a man dressed in a white robe. Significantly, in biblical
symbolism, white is not set opposite to black but rather to darkness,13 making
it the perfect symbolic color for the man in the robe to wear. The color symbolizes “purity, chastity, innocence, spotlessness, and . . . peace,”14 as well as
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“timelessness.”15 More than any other color, white “has been associated with
religious devotion since the days of ancient Egypt.” The reason white has
been used in devotion so much is because it represents “spiritual purity and
chastity of thought.”16 “White” is not the only word in this verse that carries
symbolic importance. The term “robe” is also symbolic, representing a “godly,
upright character,”17 and a white robe can symbolize “innocence, virtue.”18
The fact that Lehi’s guide appears dressed in a white robe is of tremendous
symbolic importance.19
The man in the white robe can be a symbol of a number of things. He
can be seen as representing the Holy Spirit in that he acts as a guide to the
prophet. He may be considered a type of Christ in that he redeems him
from the fallen dark and dreary world by taking him to a place that can offer
salvation.20 There is yet another individual that the man in the white robe
represents: the teacher. “The most important thing a teacher can do,” writes
Elder Gene R. Cook, “is to help the student feel the Spirit of the Lord. If
the Spirit is there, true teaching and true learning will take place, and lives
will begin to be changed.”21 Often the role of the teacher is to speak, to
teach through words, but sometimes the role requires little speaking at all.
Whether the man in the white robe said much or not, however, what he did
was the act of a great teacher. The man was a guide for Lehi, and, as BYU
professor (and current Sunday School general president for the Church)
Russell T. Osguthorpe writes, to be “an effective guide one must possess two
attributes: (1) knowledge of the terrain, and (2) knowledge of the traveler.”22
He did not simply tell Lehi where he needed to go, nor did he go for him, but
he guided the prophet to the place he needed to be. The fact that he knew
where Lehi needed to go implies that he had “knowledge of the traveler” and
not just the terrain.
Counterintuitively, this teacher in the white robe does not deliver Lehi
from the dark and dreary wilderness to the open field; after following the
man, Lehi finds himself in “a dark and dreary waste.”23 In effect, the man
does not take Lehi to where Lehi would probably want to go, but instead
takes him to the place the prophet needed to be to continue his journey.
Teachers who guide their students develop the trust necessary for true
teaching and learning to happen. “Because our guide accompanies us on our
journey, we develop a trust in one another that always comes when we are
seeking truth. Our guide is not there to dispense truth but to show us the way
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to find it—knowing all the while that because truth is intimate, we shall each
come to know it in our own way.”24 If we accept the fact that it is the Spirit
who teaches, then an important part of the guide’s job is to bring us to a point
where we can be taught by the Spirit, who will then help us to come to know
in our own way. As Elder Cook teaches: “I suspect we sometimes think that if
we don’t convey all the information we have on a subject, those we teach won’t
learn what they need to know. But I would suggest a different perspective. As
we develop greater trust in the Lord, we will know that if we can bring the
Spirit into a teaching situation, that Spirit will help the other person to learn
and know what is most essential.”25
The man in the white robe taught Lehi more by teaching less.26 So far
as we know, he did not lecture Lehi about the Savior, nor did he even talk to
him about the symbol of the tree of life. In fact, he did not even do so much
as take him to the tree. He simply helped Lehi get to a point, as a student,
where he could do what he needed to do in order to learn. What Lehi is about
to learn in this vision is at the very core of what he needs to know—it is the
single truth by which he will understand the universe. It is the gospel of Jesus
Christ at its most simple and sublime: the Savior, his Atonement, and the life
we must lead to come unto him.
Solitude. Since there is no longer any mention of the man in the white
robe, it is reasonable to conclude that Lehi traveled for many hours in darkness alone and is alone when he begins to pray. The man in the white robe
does not abandon his student but purposefully leaves him in solitude—a state
that is significant to learning. This scene from Lehi’s vision is not a random
occurrence without importance. “Scriptural journeys often symbolize man’s
earthly walk from birth through the spiritual wildernesses of a fallen world
(see Ether 6:4–7 for the ocean allegory of man’s journey; see also 1 Nephi 8 for
the path leading to the tree of life).”27 The image of “the lone wanderer lost in
the darkness” is the most common one to “haunt the early Arab poets” and “is
the standard nightmare of the Arab.” In fact, “it is the supreme boast of every
poet that he has traveled long distances through dark and dreary wastes all
alone.”28 It is clear why this experience in the dark wilderness, alone, would
be sufficient to cause Lehi to turn to the Lord in prayer.
Lehi’s finding himself in several hours of solitude in his vision contributes
significantly to this rite of separation. This experience can often contribute to
one’s learning; as Palmer notes, “If knowledge allows us to receive the world as
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it is, solitude allows us to receive ourselves as we are. If silence gives us knowledge of the world, solitude gives us knowledge of ourselves.”29
This image of Lehi traveling alone for many hours presents a number of
questions: Why did the man in the white robe leave—or, did Lehi leave him?
Why did Lehi travel in darkness for so long? What did Lehi do during all
those hours? The answer to each of these questions may lie in the meaning of
such a pilgrimage. This journey, consisting of only thirteen words, serves as
a necessary preparation for his prayer. “The point of requiring people to undertake the journeys in the Book of Mormon is to make it possible for them
to have experiences that drive them to their extremity, at which point they
discover the delivering power of God.”30 Lehi’s experience in the dark waste
helps prepare him not only for his prayer but ultimately for his coming to the
tree of life.

Lehi’s Threshold Experience Stage
Lehi’s threshold stage, when he undergoes a liminal experience that
transforms him, occurs when he partakes of the fruit of the tree of life. If we
keep in mind what we learn from Nephi’s vision about what Lehi saw, this is
definitely a time in which Lehi sees the “myth and story unfold” as “love and
death become amplified” through his partaking of the fruit and witnessing
the life and death of the Son of God (see 1 Nephi 10:11). During this stage
the prophet “learns to bear witness, to be present for all dimensions of reality”
represented in the following symbolic principles incorporated in the dream.
The tree of life. Lehi sees the tree of life, “whose fruit was desirable to make
one happy” (1 Nephi 8:10). The tree is a significant archetype in literature and
culture. “The sacredness of trees and plants is so firmly and deeply rooted in
almost every phase and aspect of religious and magico-religious phenomena
that it has become an integral and a recurrent feature in one form or another
at all times and in most states of culture, ranging from the Tree of Life to the
May-pole.”31 The tree has played an important symbolic role in many cultures
throughout the world.32
We can see another dimension of the meaning of the tree of life by looking at part of the vision Nephi experienced when he wanted to see what his
father saw. When Nephi wonders about the meaning of the tree of life, he is
immediately shown Mary and the birth of the Son of God (see 1 Nephi 11:9–
22). Nephi understands by what he sees that the tree represents the love of
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God, but it is also clear that the love of God is personified in the Savior. “We
need to read this in connection with other statements made by the prophets,
e.g., ‘God is love; and he that dwelleth in love dwelleth in God, and God in
him’ (1 John 4:16). That is to say, ‘the love of God’ spoken of by Nephi relates
readily to Jesus Christ, the great exemplar of love, and thus we may think of
the tree as a symbol of the Savior.”33
Truth. Understanding the tree of life as a symbol of the Lord is crucial to
understanding the idea of teaching and learning in ritual that can be conveyed
through this vision. The Savior is “the way, the truth, and the life” (John 14:6),
and education is the pursuit of truth. If the Savior is truth, and the tree of life
is a symbol for the Savior, then the tree of life can also be a symbol for truth.
The way in which Lehi interacts with the tree of life teaches us how to teach
and learn—how to interact with truth. We come to know the Savior as truth
not by objectifying him but by entering a relationship with him.34 Lehi does
not objectify the tree of life but enters into a relationship with it—first by
seeing it and admiring its fruit and then by partaking of the fruit. It is easy
to become so familiar with the vision of the tree of life and with what people
would actually do in “real life” if they were to come upon a tree bearing fruit
that looks delicious that we assume that what happened in the vision is the
only thing that could have happened. The point, though, is that this is a vision—it is not real life. We may eat fruit because we are hungry or because the
fruit looks good; there is usually no deeper meaning to the act. In a vision full
of symbolism, however, we need to ask ourselves if even the most common of
acts is intended to teach us something more deeply. Considering what could
have happened illuminates the importance of what did happen. Lehi does not
make the tree the object of his analytical study. He does not break off a leaf
or piece of fruit and dissect it. He does not pull out a knife and scrape away
at the bark to study it or analyze what is underneath it. Nor does he cut the
tree down in an attempt to construct something out of it. It would have made
an interesting, highly symbolic story if Lehi had crafted the tree into an altar
on which he could offer sacrifices to God. Or he could have incorporated the
tree’s lumber into the boat he and his family would sail in during their journey
to the promised land. Perhaps the tree could have even remained intact as the
mast. In each of these scenarios, Lehi would have been objectifying the tree.
Instead, however, he becomes one with it—just as we are to become one with
the Lord and not try to objectify him.
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If we are to learn about learning from the vision of the tree of life, we
must appreciate the personal nature of the experience Lehi had with it. Lehi
had a deep, intimate experience with truth, and it filled his soul with joy.
It was a paradoxical moment of solitude (not even his wife or children were
present) and ultimate communion. Just as in the physical world, where people
enter into a type of relationship with their food when they partake of it, Lehi
enters into a relationship with the tree and its fruit when he partakes of the
fruit. The fruit, and by extension the tree, becomes a part of Lehi. Spiritually
speaking, this act helps Lehi and the Lord become one. Lehi’s partaking of
the tree of life becomes a type of sacramental act—the sacrament being the
ultimate experience of partaking of food and becoming one: “He that eateth
my flesh, and drinketh my blood,” the Savior said, “dwelleth in me, and I in
him” (John 6:56).
Palmer offers us an approach to education that is spiritual in nature: “To
teach is to create a space in which obedience to truth is practiced.”35 Teaching and
learning involve a relationship—a covenantal relationship. Palmer explains
that the English word “truth” comes from a Germanic root that also gives us
the word “troth.” When you pledge your troth (as in betrothed), you enter into
a covenantal relationship of mutual trust and faith: “Truthful knowing weds
the knower and the known.”36 While this relationship with truth may make
sense to a religious person who might see the Savior as truth, it is not limited
to that perspective. The ultimate relationship is with the ultimate truth, naturally, but teaching and learning are about relationships with truth at all levels.
Such relationships grow and develop naturally; they are not coerced.

Lehi’s Incorporation Stage
Lehi’s incorporation stage, in which there is “the movement back into the
everyday world,” begins when Lehi sees his family and beckons them to partake of the fruit. This is a “time of healing, of making whole again.” He is no
longer separated but is once again part of the society of his family.
After Lehi partakes of the fruit, he sees his family and asks them to come
to him and partake of the fruit as well.37 The righteous members of his family—Sariah, Nephi, and Sam—come and partake, while Laman and Lemuel,
his unrighteous sons, do not. When he invites his family to partake of the
fruit, Lehi is entering into the incorporation stage of his initiation. He is returning to society as a transformed person. It is important to keep in mind,
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as I mentioned earlier, that we are discussing a vision and that he returns to
society in the context of his vision. He is not returning to the society of the
Arab world in which his family exists historically; he is returning in his vision to the society of his family after the separation stage of having followed
the man in the white robe and then being by himself for a number of hours.
Lehi is still on his journey, but this journey has changed significantly. He has
transformed from learner to teacher/learner. He teaches his family by inviting them to partake of the fruit, but he continues to learn as he observes who
in his family accepts his invitation and who rejects it.
One of the amazing aspects of Lehi’s calling to his family is how little is
said.38 According to the record that we have, Lehi simply invited his family
to come and partake of the fruit. He may have told them that it was desirable above all other fruit, or that may have just been his repeated description
of the fruit in his narrative. In any case, he says very little, inviting but not
commanding or requiring. “He could not and would not force them.”39 He
does not describe the tree, nor does he explain why the fruit is so good—he
just asks them to come to him and eat the fruit. Interestingly, this is also the
way in which the man in the white robe taught Lehi: there was no lecture; he
just asked Lehi to follow him. Lehi allows his family to enter into a relationship with the tree of life instead of making himself the gate they must enter
through to gain what he has gained.
This is a mark of a good teacher. Lehi does not make himself the subject
of what is to be learned, nor does he draw attention to himself rather than to
the subject. True, he invites his family to come to him—not to listen to him
but to partake of the fruit. He is standing right next to the tree (as far as we
know), but it is the fruit he wants to get into those he loves, not his words or
observations. Palmer speaks of this difference. In an academic culture that
frames the debate as between being teacher-centered or student-centered, he
argues for being centered on the subject, as Lehi was. “Passion for the subject
propels that subject,” he writes, “not the teacher, into the center of the learning
circle—and when a great thing is in their midst, students have direct access to
the energy of learning and of life.”40 The issue at hand is not what technique
is used but how the teacher views the act of teaching. A teacher-centered
teacher can still divide the class into groups, just as a student-centered teacher
might lecture. A subject-centered teacher, however, will focus on how to help
the students gather around the subject and learn, allowing the best technique
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for any given time to flow from the subject. Such a teacher lectures when that
is what will best help everyone learn from the subject and does group work
when that is best.
This marks the end of Lehi’s incorporation stage. He has returned to
the society of his family. It is a time of being made whole, since the family
is together again, and a time of healing, since some of his family partake of
the fruit. However, it is not without pain, since Laman and Lemuel refuse
to partake. Lehi is a transformed person because of his liminal experience
of partaking of the fruit, and he is ready to live his life in harmony with that
experience. Yet the dream is not over with Lehi’s personal transformation.
Instead the dream now reveals the same pattern but on a larger scale, where
instead of just Lehi, it is now every man who will go through the pattern.

Transition
The next two verses of the vision (1 Nephi 8:19–20) comprise what I
consider to be a transition. Though there are different ways of viewing this
part of the vision, I see this point as being between the end of the Lehi’s
incorporation stage and the beginning of the multitudes’ separation stage.
These transition verses introduce two key elements of the vision: the rod of
iron and the path. They become significant components of the separation
stage for the multitudes.
The rod of iron. After his experience with his family, Lehi sees the rod of
iron that “extended along the bank of the river” and “led to the tree by which
[he] stood” (1 Nephi 8:19). This rod is an important symbol in the vision and
can have a number of different interpretations. Even Nephi’s idea that the rod
of iron represents the word of God (see 1 Nephi 15:23–24) can be interpreted
on different levels. Taken at the most apparent level, the rod of iron represents
the scriptures and other words from God: “The rod of iron is a representation
of the ‘word of God’ (1 Ne. 15:23–24). During the millennial era, Jesus will
rule the nations with an iron rod, or with the word of God (Rev. 19:15).”41
However, I think a more meaningful interpretation of the rod of iron is that
it is a type of Christ, who is the Word of God (see John 1:1–5). It is significant
that Nephi understands that the rod of iron is the word of God when he
observes, in vision, the Lord in his mortal ministry (see 1 Nephi 11:24–25).
Because the rod of iron is one of the most prevalent and easily remembered symbols in Lehi’s vision, it is easy to forget that he had not seen any rod
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until much later in his vision. Lehi follows the man in the white robe, wanders
in the wilderness, sees the field, approaches the tree, partakes of the fruit, sees
his family, invites them to partake, and watches some of his family partake
while others do not—all without his seeing the rod of iron in the vision. It is
not until we are leaving Lehi’s incorporation stage and are moving forward to
the multitudes’ separation stage that Lehi sees the rod. This fact makes sense
if we use the ritual paradigm to study the vision. Lehi does not need the rod
of iron in the separation and threshold stages because he is directly relying
on the Lord. He prays to the Lord after he has traveled alone in darkness for
many hours (see 1 Nephi 8:8) during the separation, and he communes with
the Lord when he partakes of the fruit of the tree of life in the threshold experience. And, in his incorporation stage, his family has the word of God when
he, the prophet, beckons them to partake of the fruit. The prophetic word is,
after all, the word of God.
The rod of iron is needed at this very specific point in preparing for the
multitudes’ separation stage, when the larger society, represented by the various multitudes that appear, becomes a part of Lehi’s vision. The rod of iron
is one of the things Lehi brings back with him from the threshold stage of
his initiation—not the rod of iron per se but the idea of the word of God that
is represented by the rod. Lehi interacts with the man in the white robe and
with his family but never with the greater society represented by the multitudes. This greater society, then, will have the word of God in their world by
virtue of the rod of iron.
If we see the rod of iron as representing the Savior as the Word of God,
to hold to the rod is not only studying the scriptures but also entering into a
meaningful relationship with the Savior and letting him be our guide throughout life. We hold to the rod, and, in a sense, the rod holds to us, protecting us
and guiding us. Palmer speaks of this phenomenon: “By this understanding,
I not only pursue truth but truth pursues me. I not only grasp truth but truth
grasps me. I not only know truth but truth knows me. Ultimately, I do not
master truth but truth masters me. Here, the one-way movement of objectivism, in which the active knower tracks down the inert object of knowledge,
becomes the two-way movement of persons in search of each other. Here, we
know even as we are known.”42
Through our holding to the rod of iron, we can know as we are known. It
is a relationship with the Lord that takes us to the tree of life, not the mere
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reading or hearing of words. Of course, studying the scriptures is part of that
relationship, as is participating in ordinances and making covenants. They
are, in fact, a large part of how we come to know him. Seeing the rod of iron
as symbolic of the Savior includes all that seeing it as the word of God would
entail, plus much more. What has been written about the rod of iron could
apply equally to living a life in which we follow the Savior: “It followed each
turn, guided over each stumbling rock, and beckoned around each precipice
of the deadly river. It led with secured, enduring strength through the spacious field to the tree.”43 But it is important to remember that symbols often
represent different ideas that are not mutually exclusive. Many are inclined
to make a list of each symbol in the dream and what each one represents, as
though they were making a list of mathematical formulas. Symbolism rarely
works that way, however. Often symbols can have multiple interpretations.
So the rod of iron could represent the Savior, and the tree of life could represent his Atonement. Or the rod could represent the commandments of God,
and the tree of life, the Savior. There are other interpretations as well, and
they can each be correct so long as each is in harmony with doctrine and is
supported by the text. By saying that the rod of iron symbolizes the Savior, I
am not saying that it does not symbolize the word of God as scripture or as
guidance through the Holy Spirit. The symbol is simply not limited to the
single interpretation of the rod as the written or spoken word of God.
As we consider the rod of iron as a symbol for the Savior, we can accept
the message of the vision as including his role throughout our lives. He is not
simply the tree—the end product of our journey through life. We are not
required to make our way through the dangers along the path with only the
scriptures at our side. Instead, the Lord can be with us throughout our lives;
we can rely on him and all that he has to offer—grace, the Atonement, his
personal guidance, the Holy Spirit, our knowledge of the Father, commandments, scripture, covenants, ordinances—to help us make it back to him and
partake of the fruit of eternal life. Just as the fruit is “desirable above all other
fruit” (1 Nephi 8:12), so is eternal life “the greatest of all the gifts of God”
(D&C 14:7).
Jesus Christ, as we have seen, is Truth. If the rod of iron symbolizes the
Savior, then to hold to the rod can mean to establish a relationship with the
Savior. And, to establish a relationship with him is to relate with Truth. If
true education is to “create a space in which obedience to truth is practiced,” then
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the vision of the tree of life is the ultimate education because it is the image of
practicing obedience to the ultimate Truth—the Savior. Truth is throughout
the vision, both as the tree of life and as the rod of iron. To enter into a loving relationship with the Savior requires obedience: “If ye love me, keep my
commandments” (John 14:15). Obedience does not mean “slavish adherence
to authority, but careful listening and responding in a conversation of free
selves.”44 The Lord does not ask of us blind obedience but rather visionary
obedience. We follow him because we see who he is, we love him, and we want
to be like him.
This type of obedience is key to teaching and learning. It requires humility and a willingness to submit ourselves to another—a teacher, a student,
a subject, a truth, the Truth. The vision of the tree of life is the prototypical
educational experience. It teaches us how to come to all truth by showing us
how to come to the Truth. It teaches us how to learn calculus or literature
or history by submitting ourselves to the truth that is in them, showing us
how to learn through submitting ourselves to the Savior.
The path. In addition to seeing the rod of iron, Lehi also sees a path that
leads to the tree. A path can represent “life, experience, learning.”45 There
is an element of choice involved with a path, as it is usually assumed that it
is “the route or way which a person chooses to travel. His choice may be to
journey on the ‘path of the wicked’ (Prov. 4:14), which is the way of darkness;
or he may choose to walk the ‘path of the just,’ which is ‘as the shining light’
(Prov. 4:18–19).”46 Paths are part of the typological world in scripture and
secular literature. As the literary critic Northrop Frye notes, the “human use
of the inorganic world involves the highway or road as well as the city with its
streets, and the metaphor of the ‘way’ is inseparable from all quest-literature,
whether explicitly Christian as in The Pilgrim’s Progress or not.”47 Though
many do not succeed, the people on the path in Lehi’s dream are on a quest
for the tree of life.
This combination of the tree of life and the path is also archetypally significant. As historian and philosopher Mircea Eliade notes, the center is the
“zone of the sacred,” and “the road leading to the center is a ‘difficult road.’”
Similarly, the tree of life is at the center of Lehi’s dream, if not geographically,
then, without a doubt, thematically and symbolically. And the path leading to
that tree is made more difficult, even dangerous, because of the mists of darkness. According to Eliade, there is a reason the path is difficult: “The road is
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arduous, fraught with perils, because it is, in fact, a rite of the passage from
the profane to the sacred, . . . from man to the divinity. Attaining the center
is equivalent to a consecration, an initiation; yesterday’s profane and illusory
existence gives place to a new, to a life that is real, enduring, and effective.”48
The path is important in this moving toward the multitudes’ separation stage
because it acts as part of this “rite of the passage from the profane to the sacred.” While the path was not a part of Lehi’s approaching the tree of life, nor
was it part of his family’s, it is the very way by which the multitudes will try
to progress toward the tree. It is how the multitudes can attain the center of
this vision.

The Multitudes’ Ritual of Initiation
While it could be argued that the multitudes are part of the greater society to which Lehi returns as part of his incorporation stage, I consider them
not to be part of that stage for Lehi because they have no interaction with
him. He does not return to them as he does to his family; he is not incorporate back into their society. He sees them from a distance and notes what they
do and what happens to them, but the multitudes are a new part of the vision
and have their own rite of initiation.
The multitudes of people. Lehi saw a number of people who commenced
on the path. The very act of beginning the journey along the path was a sign
of the people’s willingness to follow God to some extent. Later in the vision
there will be people who do not even attempt to follow the path, but the ones
who do attempt have some desire to follow it, even for a short period of time.
The path becomes a symbol, too, for dependence on the Lord. According to
Book of Mormon scholar Hugh Nibley, Nephi generally sees the journey in
the desert as “the most compelling image of man’s dependence on God.”49
People who choose to follow the path acknowledge that this is the way to the
tree of life, that they must depend on the path the Lord has set if they wish to
partake of the fruit.
These people who start along the path are important to the symbolism in
the vision. “The elements of wandering, deliverance, and coming unto Christ
are all in the tree of life complex of symbolism.”50 It is especially clear later in
the Book of Mormon that the Nephites see themselves as wanderers, searching for the promised land that is beyond this life.51 In this vision, the tree of
life is the promised land, and those who seek it become pilgrims on a religious
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quest. From a symbolic perspective, there is no need for Lehi to see multitudes of people. He could have seen one person in each situation and that
would have sufficed in terms of conveying the particular meaning. However,
using the image of huge numbers of people adds at least two dimensions to the
symbol. First, it reinforces the idea and feeling that this is indeed the world we
are looking at, that everybody is part of this vision in one way or another (see
1 Nephi 8:20), that it applies to us. And second, what is going on in the vision
at this point is a communal activity. This is not something people do alone.
Teaching and learning are communal acts. The community may consist
of the family in informal settings, the classroom in formal education, or the
community of the reader, author, and the people who inhabit the text in the
case of an individual reading a book. 52 As a psycholinguist who has focused
on the nature of teaching and learning, author and education scholar Frank
Smith explains, “Learning is social rather than solitary. It can be summarized
in seven familiar words: We learn from the company we keep.”53 He calls these
communal groups of learning “clubs” and writes of the importance of these
clubs to our efforts to teach and learn:
These may sometimes be the formal organizations that we join and
maintain membership in by paying a fee—the political clubs, sports
clubs, and social clubs with which we might be affiliated. But clubs
may often be the informal associations that we belong to just by sharing an interest and a sense of community—the metaphorical clubs
of teachers, parents, students, book readers, gardeners, joggers, or
cyclists—all of the different groups with which we identify ourselves.
The way we identify ourselves is at the core of it all. We don’t join
a club, or stay in it, if we can’t identify with the other members. We
are uncomfortable if we feel the other members are not the kind of
people we see ourselves as being.54
The relationship between learning and ritual, being established in Lehi’s
dream, is even stronger when one realizes that, like learning, ritual is social
in function. Ritual, even when practiced in solitude, is a communal event. It
is a community that decides upon a ritual—deciding not only what the ritual
elements are but also their meaning. The initiate is separated from community, and, once the initiation is complete, the initiated returns to community.
Yet, as becomes clear in verse 30, Lehi does not just see one generic mass,
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but “multitudes.” Though the makeup of the groups is homogeneous (making
them somewhat surrealistic), the groups may be distinguished by a characteristic or characteristics that define themselves along with the other members
of the specific grouping.
The distinction between “numberless concourses of people” and “multitudes” can be found in the separation stage, where they are truly separated
from one another into three primary groupings. Everyone in the first group
does the exact same thing: they start on the path and then lose their way after
the mist of darkness arises. The people in the second group make their way to
the tree and partake of the fruit, then fall away because of the people in the
great and spacious building. And, while the people in the third group actually
comprise two subgroups, each of the subgroups is homogeneous—the first
group partakes of the fruit and remains true, while everyone in the second
group does not even try to make it to the tree and falls away in various ways.
Though it would be unrealistic in the actual, physical world, in this visionary
world there is absolutely no overlapping.
At first, it may seem surprising to consider the groups to be learning communities when it does not appear that they are organized for the purpose of
learning, but it is important to remember that many of the clubs Smith writes
about are not primarily organized for learning purposes either. (People usually organize a soccer team to play soccer, not to learn about soccer—though
the players will naturally learn about soccer while they play it.) The central
image of learning in the vision is the tree of life, so it is important to see how
these learning communities relate to that image. Most of the groups never
make it to the tree. In fact, several of the groups do not even seem to have the
partaking of the fruit as their purpose. However, despite the fact that most of
the groups never participate in the full learning experience made possible by
the tree of life, they are still learning communities.
Though we often speak of one influence or another impeding learning, what
we more accurately mean is that the influence is impeding learning the skill or
idea that we wish to be learned. People learn all of the time; it is virtually impossible to stop a person from learning something, even if the only thing he or she is
learning is that there is not much worth learning at the moment. Students who
are frustrated over the multiplication tables may not be learning the multiplication tables, but they are learning something: memorizing the multiplication
tables is frustrating, difficult work. “If there is interest and comprehension, then
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learning is inevitable and effortless. If there is no interest or comprehension,
learning may still take place but with more difficulty and what is also inevitably
learned is that the task or subject matter is uninteresting, incomprehensible,
and not something anyone would normally do.”55 The groups in Lehi’s dream
are learning communities because they are grouped together for common purposes that center on the tree of life—either going to it or staying away from it.
Though they may not be organized for the sole purpose of learning—or even for
the primary purpose of learning—they cannot avoid learning as a community.
The first multitude. If we study the first group as a learning community we
quickly see a fundamental quality to their experience as a group: despite the
dangers of the mist of darkness, they do not even attempt to hold to the rod
of iron. The mist would pose no danger to their progression along the path if
they would hold to the rod, but they do not touch it. Perhaps they do not see
the rod or they see it but do not believe it can help them. Perhaps they consider it too much work to hold to the rod. Though we do not know the specific
reason they do not touch the rod, it is possible that the underlying principle
could be lack of faith. Just as someone who has faith in Christ turns to him
and relies on him, if this group had had sufficient faith they would have seen
the rod and known its importance.
One of the elements of their experience that could have easily prevented
or destroyed the group’s faith is the fear that the mist of darkness probably
created in them.56 It makes sense that a group of people traveling along a path
would feel intense fear if suddenly a mist of darkness arose and they could no
longer see where they were going. Such fear would have a devastating effect
on their ability to learn.57 Fear is often a daunting enemy to teaching and
learning. Teachers may be fearful that they will not be liked, that they will
look foolish for not knowing some answer, that students will be disruptive,
that their jobs are in jeopardy for one reason or another. Students’ fears may
often be similar to those of their teachers: they will not be liked, they will
look foolish for not knowing some answer, the learning environment will be
disruptive rather than safe, or their status may be in jeopardy for one reason or another.58 Because of these fears, there is the danger that less teaching
and less learning will take place. Teachers may be more prone to rely on old
notes—and methods—that seemed to work last time, and students may find
safety in not answering a question or answering in a safe way that the textbook supports despite their own thoughts.
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The initiation of this first multitude ends with the separation stage. They
do not have a threshold experience, as they never even make it to the tree of
life. And they do not have an incorporation stage because they never return to
society. They simply wander off and are lost.
The second multitude. While the first multitude never holds the rod of
iron, this second group does take hold of the rod and makes it to the tree of
life. They successfully complete their separation stage and do not get lost.
And, since they partake of the fruit, they successfully complete their threshold experience as well—at least, at first it appears that way. Quickly they become ashamed and fall away because of the mocking of the people in the great
and spacious building.59 This second multitude apparently cares more about
what others think of them than they do about the fruit of the tree of life.
Unfortunately, they have not learned what these people about whom Palmer
writes understand: “These are people who have come to understand that no
punishment anyone might lay on us could possibly be worse than the punishment we lay on ourselves by conspiring in our own diminishment, by living a
divided life, by failing to make that fundamental decision to act and speak on
the outside in ways consonant with the truth we know on the inside. As soon
as we make that decision, amazing things happen. For one thing, the enemy
stops being the enemy.”60
And who is the enemy of this second group? It is yet another group—a
group not on the path but rather in the great and spacious building. Like the
others, this group in the building represents another club, another communal learning group. Their “exceedingly fine” (1 Nephi 8:27) clothes and their
relative seclusion up in the building are barriers to others knowing them for
who they really are. As Elder Cook notes, “We want people to know us and
love us for being ourselves, not for external adornments used to attract attention or perhaps even motivate some unrighteous feelings in those who
might be influenced by us.”61 These people are learning things while in that
building, but they are not things of the heart. The people in the building have
learned the power they may have through being critical of others, through
mocking them. Perhaps these people secretly envy those who have partaken
of the fruit of the tree of life, but they are determined to keep such a feeling
a secret. “Fashionably dressed beautiful people,” Nibley writes, “partying in
the top-priced upper apartments and penthouses of a splendid high-rise, have
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fun looking down and commenting on a bedraggled little band of transients
eagerly eating fruit from a tree in a field.”62
Why do the people in the building persecute those who partake of the
fruit? What difference does it make to them that there are those who have
gone to the tree of life? The people who have been to the tree are not preaching against those in the building. They are not preaching against anything.
So far as we know, they are not even speaking. Perhaps they are being persecuted for the same reason that prophets often are. Nibley writes that “a
prophet is a witness, not a reformer. Criticism of the world is always implicit
in a prophet’s message of repentance, but he is not sent for the purpose of
criticizing the world.” The Lord and his Apostles were not persecuted for
their ideas, but it “was as witnesses endowed with power from on high that
they earned the hatred of the world.” The Prophet Joseph Smith was likewise
persecuted for his witness.63 The people who have partaken of the tree do not
have to say anything to be a threat to the people in the building; their simple
existence stands as a witness against the flashier group up high. They show
the world that there is a way other than that of the great and spacious building. They have learned what needed to be learned and have done what needed
to be done. Despite their experience, however, those in the second group fall
because of the persecution they receive.
The persecution the partakers of the fruit receive from the people in the
building is relatively mild, especially compared to any kind of physical, violent
persecution. We would like to believe that the experience of partaking of the
fruit would be such an exquisite, life-changing moment that no amount of persecution would deter them from living righteously. But such is not always the
case. Those who teach may wish to believe that if their students are exposed
to truth they will embrace it and choose to live in harmony with it. However,
the act of teaching and learning does not guarantee the integrity of the soul.
Teachers may teach truth with power and authority, and students may even
learn that truth, but living up to that truth is sometimes a different matter.
Though the second multitude completes its separation stage, it does not
complete its initiation. The members of this group partake of the fruit but
deny themselves the complete life-changing, threshold experience by feeling
ashamed and falling into “forbidden paths”—lost. Like the first multitude,
this second group fails their initiation.
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The third multitude. The third group consists of two subgroups. This portion of the vision “appears to depict a polarization between the wicked and
the righteous.”64 The righteous subgroup partakes of the tree and remains
faithful to the experience. The wicked subgroup has three smaller groups
within it: the first feels their way to the building, creating the image of people
groping in the dark, not being able to rely on vision because they are blind;
the second drowns in the depths of the fountain; and the third wanders on
strange roads, lost from Lehi’s view.
Interestingly, this first subgroup completes the separation and threshold experience stages of the ritual, but we are not given an account of their
incorporation phase. We can assume they return to society as transformed
individuals, ready to live up to their knowledge and experience, but the record
ends with their threshold experience. In a way, this account is similar to the
experience that many teachers have with their very best students. They see
them successfully complete their separation stage as they grow more independent, and their threshold experience stage as they gain new knowledge and
experiences that transform them for the better, but the teachers often do not
get to see what their former students do with what they have learned.
The second subgroup barely begins their separation stage before they
end up lost, without even trying to progress toward the threshold experience.
Unfortunately, this story reminds teachers of the students they have often
agonized over—the ones who, for whatever unseen reason, do not seem to try
to learn and often give up, lost.
From an educational viewpoint, the nature of these three multitudes is
fascinating. The fact that no group ever intermingles with another group, that
each appears as a discreet unit with no variances within it, supports what
Smith writes about learning clubs and Palmer about learning communities.
There is nothing in the vision to indicate that the people are assigned to their
respective groups, or that they are forced into them in any way. The people in
the groups seem to be together because they choose to be together. And they
learn from those within their group—for better or worse. Except for the one
subgroup in the third multitude, the experiences of each of the groups and
of Laman and Lemuel teach us that, unfortunately, there are students who
fail—sometimes not because of being poorly taught, but because they choose
not to experience what they could through wholly participating in the initiation process.
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Conclusion
Lehi’s vision of the tree of life is a powerful passage of scripture on many
different levels. Among its many lessons is what the careful reader can learn
about how a great teacher may teach and how diligent students may learn
through what can be called a ritual of initiation. The vision also shows us
how students who refuse to embrace this kind of experiential learning can,
as a result, end up failing. By reading the vision of the tree of life with the
question of teaching and learning in mind, we can see it as a model of teaching
and learning that reveres the importance of the spirit and not just the mind.
“These terms would describe the roots of teaching and learning, not just the
branches—words like faith, love, joy, reverence, discernment, and humility, or
inspire, ponder, and edify,” Osguthorpe writes. “These terms were once central
to teaching and learning but have long since lost their place in our conversation about education.”65
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